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Rajagopuram Project
As many of you know, Aiya has been speaking about the need for a more permanent sacred home for Devi for a number of years. Over the past 40 years, the Temple has evolved into an important center for the worship of the Divine Mother Rajarajeswari, attracting thousands of visitors each year from around the world.
It is now time to take the next step in fulfilling Aiya’s vision of constructing an Agamic temple in granite complete with a traditional Rajagopuram. With the grace of the Guru lineage and the loving blessings of our Divine Mother, now is the right time to actively participate and contribute to make this vision a reality.
The new Temple will be larger and will be built according to the Kashyapa Shilpa Shastra. By following the holy Agamas, more divine energy than ever will be attracted into the Temple, and the granite will hold that energy for 10,000 years, bringing powerful blessings to countless generations into the future.
As Maha Periyava has beautifully explained: “Temple Renovation, Reconstruction, Kumbabhishekam, etc. are all considered extremely noble deeds. We all should do whatever we can towards these and earn Punya Karma. Whatever we offer, it may be a brick, but as long as that brick is there in that temple, we will spend that much time (thousands of years) in Kailash or Vaikuntham.”

To learn more, please visit srividya.org/rajagopuram. To contribute or set up monthly donations, please visit srividya.org/donate and select “Rajagopuram Building Fund” from the menu. If you would like to offer your time or expertise towards this noble endeavour, please contact Natarajan Mama at (585) 533 - 1970.

Temple Links
Private Homa/Puja Booking: 

srividya.org/puja

Rajagopuram Project (Granite 

Temple): 

srividya.org/rajagopuram

Email Subscriptions: 

srividya.org/email

Temple Timings: 

srividya.org/calendar

Event Livestream: 

srividya.org/live

Summer Youth Camp (VSI): 

srividya.org/camp

Online Donation: 

srividya.org/donate

Learning at SVTS: 

srividya.org/learn

Alaya Nirmana Ganapathi Puja
Sri Amma had advised the Temple to organize a daily puja for Sri Maha Ganapati to take place on the location where He will be installed 

in the new Granite Temple. This daily puja commenced on the auspicious full moon day on May 28 and has been continuing since.

The Temple Board & Administration would like to invite all disciples to offer their love and devotion towards the Rajagopuram Project 

by taking part in performing this daily Ganapati Puja. All who have received mantra diksha from Aiya, Guruji or Gurugaru are welcome 

and encouraged to sign up to do the puja on the day(s) of their choice. Please contact the Temple Administration for details.

6980 East River Road,
Rush, NY
14543
USA

info@srividya.org

http://www.srividya.org
http://www.srividya.org
http://www.facebook.com/SriVidyaTemple/
http://www.srividya.org/facebook
http://www.srividya.org/photos
http://www.srividya.org/youtube
http://www.srividya.org/youtube
http://www.srividya.org
http://www.facebook.com/SriVidyaTemple/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/134276213%40N05/
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGuIWh9iMB_Rxhm8Pw5mJ4Q
http://srividya.org/rajagopuram
http://srividya.org/donate
http://srividya.org/puja
http://srividya.org/rajagopuram
http://srividya.org/email
http://srividya.org/calendar
http://srividya.org/live
http://srividya.org/camp
http://srividya.org/donate
http://srividya.org/learn
http://info%40srividya.org
mailto:info%40srividya.org?subject=
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Thai Pongal
Thai Pongal is a harvest festival which falls on the 1st day of 
the Tamil month of Thai. It marks the beginning of the sun’s 
journey northward and farmers thank Surya Deva, farming 
animals and Mother Nature for a successful harvest and pray 
for the forthcoming year. Sakkarai Pongal (sweet jaggery rice) is 
made by devotees as everyone present was able to offer a handful 
of grains into the pot outside the Garbha Graha. Maha Prasadam 
and sakkarai pongal was given to all devotees at the end of the 
puja.

Raja Mathangi Homam
The annual Raja Mathangi homam is performed on the last 
Sunday morning of the calendar year by children to thank Her 
for what they have achieved through Her grace and to pray for 
continued success in the upcoming year in their educational 
and artistic endeavours. About 100 children participated in this 
year’s Raja Mathangi homam which began with Ankuraarpanam 
and continued with the preparation of purnahuti offerings while 
Bala Kavacam was recited. Kalidasa’s ‘Shyamala Dandakam’ was 
recited and bhajans were sung throughout the homam. During 
this time, the students of the Bala Vidya classes presented a couple 
of the bhajans they had learned to Goddess Mathangi. At the 
conclusion of the homam, bali was offered and Maha Prasadam 
was given to everyone.

Thiruvempavai
 Thiruvempavai celebrates Lord Nataraja and Sivakami for 
10 days in the month of Margazhi. It is traditional to sing 
Thirupalli Ezhuchi and Thiruvempavai by devotees each 
morning at dawn. Recitations of both beautiful texts started 
at around 5am on each of the 10 days and everyone present 
received the blessing to perform puja to the dancing couple. 
On Ardhra Darshanam, the final day of the festival, devotees 
were able to offer abhishekam to Lord Nataraja and his consort 
Sivakami. This was followed by beautiful alankarams to both 
deities. Utsava Nataraja, Saint Manikkavasagar and his holy 
texts were taken on the procession around the yajnashala inside 
the temple and then brought into the main sanctum for the 
final closing rituals to conclude the successful 10-day festival.

PAST EVENTS
... December 2018 to  

March 2019

Dec

31

Jan

14

Dec

14 - 23
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Kanakavalli Lalita Laksha Kumkumarchana
Ankuraarpanam marked the beginning of the Laksha 
Kumkumarchana early in the morning.  This is the third time 
the Laksha Kumkumarchana was performed at the temple. Lalita 
Sahasranamam was chanted several times throughout the day, 
followed by a different Lalita Astottara Naamavali after each 
recitation. The final offering consisted of a recitation of Lalita 
Sahasranamam and Kadga Mala Stotram together. Approximately 
250 people attended and devotees sang beautiful bhajans throughout 
the day. Kumkumarchana was performed by each of the devotees 
to Devi’s picture and a silver pendant or gold plated coin while the 
main pujaris performed archana to Ardhanareeshwara.

Jan

20

*All events will occur at the Sri Rajarajeswari Peetam, Rush, NY, unless otherwise stated above. 

UPCOMING EVENTS

March

Our special thanks & 
gratitude to this issue’s 

volunteers: 

Aiya, Bhavana Anandavimalan, 
Adheesh Ankolekar, Veena Ganeshan, 
Keerthana Gnanapradeepan, Aparna 

Hasling, Gajanan Kulanthaivel, 
Sriganesh Madhvanath, Muralee 
Mahathevan, Anushka Muresh, 

Bharathi & Kumaran Perinpanathan, 
Palaniappan Pillai, Sashwathi Sriganesh, 
Sri Sri Sri Sahasrakshi Peetam, Temple 

Administration, and the Thulasi Kitchen.

4 Maha Sivaratri

April

14 Tamil New Year (Vikari)

18 Chitra Purnima

May

25 Bhajans (by Aiya)

26 Yantra Puja Workshop 
(by Aiya)

20 Yantra Puja Workshop 
(by Aiya)

21 Pratyangira Homam

Location: 

Sri Vidya Temple Society

6980 East River Road

Rush, NY

14543

USA

June

2 Ganapati Yantra Puja

Location: 

Sri Vidya Temple Society

6980 East River Road

Rush, NY

14543

USA

Location: 

Jai Durga Hindu Society

2701 Markham Road

Scarborough, ON

M1X 1M4

Canada

Location: 

Jai Durga Hindu Society

2701 Markham Road

Scarborough, ON

M1X 1M4

Canada

IN THREE MONTHS ...

Devi willing, the next issue of the Sri Chakra will be up on the 
temple’s website at the beginning of June 2019.

This magazine cannot keep publishing without contributions! 
Articles, poems, stories and photos about any spiritual topic 

are welcomed. 

The next deadline for article submission is May 1, 2019.  Please 
e-mail us with your contributions or feedback about this issue 

at srichakra@srividya.org or talk to Virroshi at the temple.

Sri Gurubhyo Namaha!

28 Alankara Utsavam (start)
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It is a known fact that beneath the murtis in Dravidian temples, there 
are  yantras  - geometric forms with mystical writings and intricate de-
signs. These were given to us by the ancient Rishis to bring within the 
limited range of human perception, the formless all-powerful godhead, 
which can respond to human beings in any form and by any name.
 When the formless divinity is brought within the purview of hu-
mans, the first medium is sound, and the sound forms assumed by di-
vinity are called  mantras . Once the auditory form of the deity is creat-

ed,  yantras  enable the divine energy to be retained and the movement 
of the formless godhead to be experienced by human practitioners. 
The presence of these deities in these yantras was first experienced by 
the ancient Rishis in their private spiritual audiences, and it is through 
their efforts that they have become available to us.
 Worshipping these geometric forms is a powerful ritual, and 
this ritual is called  yantra puja . Up until this time, only a privileged 
few were privy to the method of performing these pujas, which were 
closely guarded by their practitioners. As a result of extensive efforts by 
our beloved Guruji Sri Amritananda, simplified methods for performing these rituals are now 
available to us.

Normally at the center of the yantra is a dot called the Bindu, where the 
principal deity that is being worshipped is located. The deity’s retinue 
of subsidiary and attendant deities are located in other parts of the 
yantra, such as the  Bhupura  - the square,  Vrtta  or  Valaya  - the circle, 
enclosures made of 16 petals, 24 petals, 28 petals, 36 petals and so on, 
and triangular forms such as stars, pentagons, hexagons, and octagons.
 Before performing a yantra puja, nectarine liquids are prepared 
using special ingredients and infused with mantras. In addition, the 

10 rays of Agni, the primordial fire, 12 rays of Surya, the Sun of knowledge, and 16 nectarine 
rays of the moon, are invoked and the liquids transformed into nectar. After this, following 
tantra shastra, an elongated piece of ginger is used symbolically by a practitioner to perform  
tarpana  to the yantra, while other participants perform  archana  (worship) with kumkuma 
and flowers.
 The word  yantra  in Sanskrit means  machine . This geometrical 
figure infused with divinity is called is a yantra because it can per-
form, it can run, like a machine. Yantra puja brings together mantra, 
yantra and tantra and highlights their association with one another. 
The divinity that is experienced through the yantra is infused with the 
power of the mantra, the auditory equivalent of the deity. The mantra 
is applied to the Bindu, the center, and the technique of applying the 
mantra to the center is tantra.
 The benefits that can be obtained by performing such pujas are limitless, and every-
one can obtain these benefits by participating in, listening to, or observing the yantra puja. 
Whichever deity whose yantra is being worshipped, participants will obtain the  vibhuti  or 
blessings of that deity.

Yantra Puja Workshop

Sunday, 
May 26, 2019
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Steps 
Towards 

Our
Granite Temple
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Opportunities to sponsor 
sannidhis, vigrahams and 
other specific parts of the 
proposed temple have been 
announced. At this point, we 
are collecting expressions of 
interest in such sponsorships 
from the community. 
Cost information will be 
communicated as soon as it 
becomes available. 

Donors are welcome to sign 
up as an individual or as a 
family or a group of friends. 
A number of community 
members have already come 
forward and committed to 
sponsoring specific amounts 
towards particular sannidhis. 
These amounts may be paid 
in installments over the 
course of 3 years. The form 
for registering your interest 
is here.03
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScBJHyi384C1dBqqLMiqujwNkhamPbPFEXik30Id-JnLbOiEQ/viewform
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Aiya’s Vision

Granite Temple  &  rajagopuram

Q: 
A: The Rajagopuram, which is in the eastern side of the temple, is going to be constructed 

to equal the number of letters in the Sanskrit alphabet, which is 51. This is called a 5-stage 
gopuram, which means that there will be 5 levels. When you look at it from a distance, there will 
be 5 openings. Arumuganavalar says, if one is not able to enter a temple and do the worship, if 
one looks at and worships the Rajagopuram, it is then called a Sthula Lingam. The same effect will 
be there if you enter the temple and worship the Shivalingam in the sanctum. This Rajagopuram 
has been planned to be constructed with granite. But this is not permitted by the State of New 
York due to public safety concerns and because Rochester and its surrounding areas are directly 
on top of a fault line. So we may have to make compromises somewhere along the way. The 
Rajagopuram will be 51 feet tall and it will be called a 5-stage gopuram. For example, in the 
temple town of Thiruvannamalai, the main gopuram is an 11-stage one and it is well over 250 feet 
tall. We cannot have such structures in this part of the world. Hence, this will be the main temple 
tower and it will represent the Devi’s feet because she is lying in repose.

Keep an eye out for the next issue of the Sri Chakra for more responses from Aiya about 

the New Temple & Rajagopuram project!

(Part 3)

Sri Chaitanyananda Natha Saraswati, affectionately known as Aiya, answered a few 
questions asked by temple devotees on the significances of our current temple and the 

future Granite Temple and Rajagopuram Project. We thank Aiya for sharing this with 
the Sri Chakra. Here is the third portion of the Q & Aiya.

Aiya, can you please tell us about the Rajagopuram?
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The 3rd Maha Kumbhabhishekam of the Sri Sri Sri Sahasrakshi Peetam, known as Devipuram by 

many, took place this past February. Here are some pictures of the beautiful pujas and events that occurred. 

We thank Devipuram and devotees of the Sri Vidya Temple for sharing these images with the Sri Chakra.
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What does Japam do?

by Adheesh Ankolekar

(Part 3)

What is the point of all of this?
 So, why do we want to do it? Why do we want to break this calcification? Why do we want to increase 
our brain’s capacity? When you see something desirable or attractive to your eyes, you immediately want it. 
We know that no amount of materialistic things can ever satisfy us forever. This is why providing food for a 
person is one of the best deeds you can do, since it is one of the only times the consumer can dictate when 
to stop giving. With materialistic things, we can never have enough. 
However, if you have your pineal gland and the rest of your brain at full 
function, then you will be able to understand and see why you want this 
attractive object. Essentially, the full function of your brain allows you 
to completely understand yourself. This is extremely important, as it 
provides you the opportunity to make yourself feel content and fulfilled, 
in addition to being happy.

Another way to understand this…
Imagine a chandelier with a single lightbulb in the center. This light 
is what we call “God”. The glass and crystals all around the chandelier 
gives the appearance of many, many different lights and rays. Because 
of this, each of us separately sees our own perception of “God” with our 
eyes, when in truth, there was only one light, there is currently only one 
light, and there always will be only one light. If we were to see this from 
the perspective and understanding of our pineal gland, we would easily 
realize that there always was only one light. We would understand that as 
many ways as we see it, no matter how many times it is refracted, there 
was always God. All of this is part of the capacity of the pineal gland.
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Why a pinecone?
Right now, I am working on this question. The fact that one of the reasons people use Fibonacci sequences 
is to see potential future events, like rain patterns. In fact, the earliest known work relating to the Fibonacci 
series was done by an ancient influential scholar by the name of Pingala. It has been discovered that if one 
translates and follows one of his commentaries on the Meru Prasthara, they will obtain a result similar to 
Pascal’s Triangle. This shows that even the ancient and primitive civilizations had a deep understanding of 
science and mathematics, and therefore the pineal gland’s importance must have been for a good reason. One 
of the best natural representations of the Fibonacci series is a pinecone, which is probably a reason why it was 
revered so much. But the key question remains: Why?

Pascal's Triangle Pingala’s Meru Prasthara

Food for thought?

From the Sri Vidya Temple and the people that have shaped it, I have learned that 
we should always question and research everything we encounter, to allow us to 
understand it. Now, with that same mindset, I want all of you to question this: 
Why is the pineal gland shaped as it is? What is its purpose? How does this help? 
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The Vedic Grove
“I love the Devi, and I see Her in the Earth.”

by Aparna Hasling

The Shakambhari’s Sanctuary, commonly known as the “Vanadevata trail”, was a 

3-year Sadhana project Aparna began on the temple property. In the last issue of the 
Sri Chakra, we explored part of the Vedic Grove. We thank Aparna for sharing this 

with the Sri Chakra. Here is the third part of the excerpt and explanations.

(Part 3)

The Vedic Grove -  
The Vedas contain 

ancient wisdom which 
is still relevant today. 

Upon reading the Vedas 
for several months, 

excerpts from each of 
the four Vedas were 
carefully choosen/

reimagine/shared. It is 
an opportunity to explore 
the inherent connection 
between Hinduism and 

Mother Nature.

SAMA VEDA  (Continued ...)
VERSES FROM CHANDOGYA UPANISHAD 4.4
Story of Satyakama 

 Satyakama prostrated to Lord Agni and contemplated 
the infinite aspect of Brahman. The next day, after herding the 
cows further down the mountain, he sat near a small creek to 
perform yagna. While chanting Gayatri mantra, he noticed a 
beautiful swan flying towards him. Before the ritual ended, the 
swan spoke: ‘Satyakama, I am here to teach you another part 

of Brahman. The fire you worship is part of Brahman. The sun is 
another part and so is the moon. The lightning is part of the same 

Brahman. This is called Jyotishman – the luminous. Meditate on 

the divine sources of light and find Brahman within’. After a few 
minutes, the sun dropped from the horizon, and the heavenly 
bird flew towards the moon.
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 The last day before arriving at his guru’s ashram, Satyakama reached the banks of 
Mother Ganga. Preparing to offer all his dravyams at sunset, he noticed a purple sunbird 
sipping nectar from a red hibiscus plant. As their eyes met, the bird said, ‘Now, listen 
intently to this final teaching’. Satyakama was transfixed as the purple sunbird resumed 
collecting every drop of sweet nectar from that flower -- Satyakama could only hear the 
sound of his own heartbeat as he patiently waited. Finally, the sunbird explained: ‘Prana 

is part of Brahman. So are the eyes and their power to perceive light, as well as the ears 

and their power to distinguish sound. Add to that the mind and its thoughts, and know this 

quarter aspect of Brahman is called Ayatanavan – the support. Awake, Satyakama! This 

secret teaching reveals Brahman as the Antaryami of all!’

 Satyakama sat in deep meditation all night. The next morning, he and 1,000 cows 
walked back to the hermitage. When Rishi Gautam saw them approach, he exclaimed, 
“Come and see! A thousand and one cows have 

returned home!”  This meant that Satyakama had 
lost all sense of his former identity and was free to take 
any form! In honor of his disciple’s return, the guru 
gave a special teaching and affirmed all of what 
Satyakama had learned. He said, “Satyakama, you 

have heard that east and west are Brahman, that 

earth and sky are Brahman, that sun and moon are 

Brahman, and that eye and ear are Brahman. Like 

waves stirring within the ocean, all these are part of 

Brahman. Brahman is everywhere and everything. 

Omniscient and omnipresent, without beginning 

or end, Atman is Brahman. Dear Satyakama, Thou 

are That.”  The guru then closed his eyes and softly 
whispered the most sublime Vedic Mahavakya 
three times: Tat Tvam Asi. The disciple was so devoid 
of identity and in a state of such pure listening, 
that the guru’s words just penetrated his being 
and became a reality in him. Satyakama was fully 
enlightened!!

ATHARVA VEDA  (Continued ...)
BOOK 12.1 - 63

 Bhumi Sukta is an ancient hymn which reveres Mother 
Earth as a living being. It advises people to walk gently upon 
the land, keep the waters pure, protect creatures, plants, 
soil and seeds. Yet the scripture also explains that only those 
people who embody virtues of Truth/Satya, Justice/Rtam & 
Sacrifice/Yagna may perceive her massive mystic network. 
Mother Nature supports all living creatures, even the sacred 
fire. Without her, none may eat, breathe or live. It is our duty to 
give thanks and praise Mother Earth!
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Translation of Bhumi Suktam

 This Earth is queen of all that is. She is upheld by truth, justice and sacrifice. * Endowed 
with mystic powers. * She is the water, grain, vegetation and the essence of all that moves. 
* Lady of four regions, please bless us with radiant life! * You give shelter to birds, cows and 
all living creatures. * And Agni abides at thy inner core as a fiery mantle. * Please protect 
us and pour out delicious nectar for us. * O Prithivi, before creation you were a milky ocean 
held by infinite space, * You were infused with divine force, truth, radiance and sovereignty, 
and preserved by supernatural powers of ancient sages. * The ocean tides of universal 
water flow day and night, unceasing with the moon, * O Prithivi, thy woodlands, forests, 
and snow-clad mountains are magnificent! * I am a child of Earth, and Earth is my Mother! 
* Breathe upon me with a positive force to eradicate any tendency towards aggression, 
suppression or conquest. *Please bless me. * O Mother Bhumi, on whose surface altars 
are enclosed, and yogis spin the thread of worship; In whom the stakes of sacrifice are 
fixed and raised resplendent before the oblation. * Protect us from the thrall of those who 
hate us or stand against us. * O Prithivi, thou who births and supports Five Human Races. 
* May your progeny have the capacity to speak pleasantly with each other. * May we 
walk gently upon the land and not disturb the abode of any living creature. * As the 
population grows, may we be mindful of the stress you endure for our welfare. * Energy 
pervades the atmosphere, the outer space and even inert dimensions. * Priests enkindle 
this force to bear oblations and sacrifice. * Earth is the cow and Agni is her calf. * The 
earth provides excellent materials for noble endeavors, yet most humans live upon the 
earth by food in their accustomed way. * Rock earth, stone, and dust firmly bind Prithivi 
together. * Let me worship and protect Mother Earth. May Prithivi be pleased as I speak of 
her glory. * She is all-supporting, on whom trees stand immovable. * Let us never disgrace 
our sacred mother. * Her flowing waters purify our bodies * O Earth, let us not stumble or 
forget. * O Earth, be gracious and protect us from robbers. * O Earth, who furnishes a bed 
for all, protect me as I sleep. * O Mother Earth, let me not injure thee by piercing thy vitals 
or thy heart; let what I dig from thee rapidly heal and regrow. * O Mother, you who hold 
fire within the waters, on whom sacrificial fire is reared, * grant us the opulence we yearn 
for. * These Five Human Races belong to you. * Why must every being be born from your 
womb? * Your castles were built by Gods, * Yet it is Mother Earth who must hold the foolish 
and wise, supporting all through life and death. * O Earth, you who endure good and 
bad, folk of varied languages and customs. * You even keep company with the boar, 
and open to the wild hog that roams the forest. * Keep us safe from lions, tigers, hyenas, 
wolves and evil spirits. * Protect us from Gandharvas, Apsarases, Rakshasas and malignant 
sprites. * Agni, Surya, Varuna and all the Gods have imparted their wisdom. * I promise to 
speak glorious things of thee in hamlets, woodlands, and assemblages on earth. * May 
my words be sweet as honey, may my actions protect those I love. * May I have the ability 
to quickly slay evil forces. * O Indestructible Earth, please set me in a good place to live. * 
Keep me pure and honest, and pour a thousand streams of treasure to enrich me. * With 
(father) heaven cooperating, please bless me with glory, wealth, discrimination and joy!
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The 
Science 
of the 

Breath

 Aiya often stresses the importance 
of aligning the recitation of a mantra with 
the breath, for doing so will allow one to 
reap the most benefit. As with everything 
in our tradition, there is a deep scientific 
significance behind this. Aiya has explained 
how in a cycle of breath, there is an inhalation, 
retention, exhalation and another retention, 
and these moments of retention between 
the inhalation and exhalation are the key for 
the activation of the Kundalini energy. Other 
academic sources have described how the 
inhalation and exhalation are tied to the 
activation of the Pingala and Ida nadis, while 
the act of retaining the breath is optimal for 
activation of the central Sushumna nadi, 
which is believed to be the primary channel 
for the Kundalini to ascend. It is believed 
that as we breathe mindfully, in other words 
maneuver our prana in a controlled fashion, 
we can guide the 
prana through 
the Ida and 
Pingala down 
to the base of 
the spine where 
the coiled form 
of the kundalini 
energy resides. 
These opposing 
forces circulating 
through the Ida 
and Pingala are 
eventually unified 
and enable the 
kundalini Shakti 
to rise through the 
Sushumna nadi. 

 We take in oxygen as we inhale; it is 
delivered to our cells through the blood and 
our cells release carbon dioxide which is 
then carried through the blood and released 
when we exhale. However, carbon dioxide is 
carried through the blood in a form known 
as carbonic acid, or H

2
CO

3
 and this acidic 

form of carbon dioxide can ever so slightly 

Breathing - something that is 
extremely important for our lives 
and definitely something we take 

for granted most often than not. We 
know that the breath serves as a 

bridge between the body and the soul. 
Keerthana has beautifully analyzed 

the concept of breathing and dove deep 
into the science of it. We thank her for 
sharing this with the Sri Chakra. Here 

is the second half of the article.

by Keerthana Gnanapradeepan(Part 2)

Ida nadi (lunar channel) 
associated with left hand side 
of body, Pingala nadi (solar 
channel) associated with right 
hand side of body, Sushumna 
nadi runs through midline of 

body piercing each chakra
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alter our blood pH. This deoxygenated blood travels 
up to our brain, and has the capacity to alter the pH 
of the cerebral spinal fluid which resides in the brain 
and spinal canal. Aiya has explained how there 
are hair like projections called cilia, which normally 
function to push the cerebral spinal fluid down the 
spinal column, however through mantra japam 
aligned with the breath, the movement of the cilia 
can be reversed and if conditions are right, will push 
the cerebral spinal fluid up and subsequently cause 
the kundalini to rise in a controlled manner.

 The breath is of utmost importance, playing a key role in both our physical and 
subtle bodies. So the moral of the story is that the next time you feel stressed, take a deep 
breath; and maybe avoid bringing expensive shoes to the temple.

Gas exchange that occurs in blood vessels- 
carbon dioxide is released in exchange for 

oxygen
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Thēvāram by Virroshi Sriganesh

Vēdhatthil Ulladhu Neeru

Thirucchittrambalam

Vēdhatthil Ulladhu Neeru Ven Thuyar Theerpadhu Neeru
Pōdham Tharuvadhu Neeru Punmai Thavirpadhu Neeru

Ōdhat Thaguvadhu Neeru Unmaiyil Ulladhu Neeru
Seethap Punal Vayal Soozhndha Thiru Ālavāyān Thiruneerē!

Thirucchittrambalam

Background Story: During the time there was a rise in the spread of Jainism within the Pāndya dynasty, 
King Pāndiyan of Madurai began to embrace Jainism as well. His wife, Queen Mangayarkarasiyār and minister 
Kulachiraiyār, who were strong Shaivites, were not pleased with his behaviour. As 
Thiru Gnāna Sambanthar was near Madurai, Queen Mangayarkarasiyār and minister 
Kulachiraiyār requested Gnāna Sambanthar to visit Madurai. Gnāna Sambanthar 
accepted the request and came to Madurai.

Having already heard about the greatness of Gnāna Sambanthar, the Jains feared that 
the king would go back to embracing Shaivism. If that happened, they feared that they 
would lose the power and status they had gained recently. When they came to know 
that Gnāna Sambanthar was staying in a nearby Mutt, the Jain priests decided to set 
the Mutt and the surrounding areas on fire. The fire was put out but the incident made 
Gnāna Sambanthar very upset. As a consequence, King Pāndiyan started suffering from 
a very high fever-like disease. He started hunching his back and was not able to stand 
up straight again. The Jains tried to cure king’s fever using herbs, manthras, etc but 
they did not succeed. No one was able to cure him or relieve him of his pain. The Queen requested Gnāna 

Sambanthar to visit as she knew that he was the only one who would be able 
to treat the King. Gnāna Sambanthar prayed to Lord Shivā in the Thiru Ālavāi 
temple (in Madurai) and sang the Thiruneetru Padhigam requesting him to 
relieve King Pāndiyan of his sufferings and applied the sacred ash, Vibhūti, on 
him. Everyone was able to see the King gradually improving, getting better 
and eventually cured. King Pāndiyan was eventually able to stand up straight 
again with the grace and blessings he received from Lord Shivā through Gnāna 
Sambanthar. 

Pann: Gandhāra Panchamam
Rāgā: Kēdāra Gowla
Thālā: Rūpakam
Composer: Thiru Gnāna Sambantha Mūrti Nāyanār

||  2  ||

Thirumurai: 2nd

Padhigam: Thiruneetru Padhigam 
Sthalam: Thiru Ālavāi
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Let’s take a look at the meaning to see how Gnāna Sambanthar prayed to Lord Shivā requesting him 
to relieve King Pāndiyan of his pain and sufferings!

Meaning (word for word and verses):

Vēdhatthil In the Vēdās

Ulladhu It is

Neeru Vibhūti (holy ash)

Ven Hot/terrible

Thuyar Distress and pain

Theerpadhu Removes 

Neeru Vibhuti (holy ash)

Vēdhatthil Ulladhu Neeru Ven Thuyar 
Theerpadhu Neeru

Vibhūti is mentioned in the vēdās and it removes all terrible things 
that cause distress and pain

Pōdham Knowledge/wisdom

Tharuvadhu Gives

Neeru Vibhuti (holy ash)

Punmai Lowliness

Thavirpadhu Removes 

Neeru Vibhuti (holy ash)

Pōdham Tharuvadhu Neeru Punmai 
Thavirpadhu Neeru

Vibhūti gives knowledge and wisdom and it removes lowliness (i.e., 
uplifts us)

Ōdha To say

Thaguvadhu Worthy

Neeru Vibhuti (holy ash)

Unmaiyil In the truth

Ulladhu It is

Neeru Vibhuti (holy ash)

Ōdhat Thaguvadhu Neeru Unmaiyil 
Ulladhu Neeru

Vibhuti is worthy of praise and is the truth

Seethap Cool

Punal Water

Vayal Green fields

Soozhndha Surrounded by

Thiru Ālavāyān The auspicious One who resides in Ālavāi

Thiruneerē It is Vibhūti indeed

Seethap Punal Vayal Soozhndha Thiru 
Ālavāyān Thiruneerē

It is indeed the Vibhūti of Lord Shivā – the One who resides in the 
Ālavāi temple, which is surrounded by fields containing cool water.

Benefits: This padhigam, set of 10 songs, describes the glory of the holy ash, Vibhūti. It is also known to cure 
heat related diseases.  
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In Memory of 
Sri Amma

Feeling happy around Sri Amma
by Bhavana Anandavimalan, Grade 5 

When we went to India for Yatra with Aiya, we were staying at Sangam 
Hotel in Trichy. Sri Amma also came to stay there during that time with all 
of us. When she was coming into the hotel, everyone was giving her red 
rose flowers to welcome her in the lobby. I was also giving one to her. Then, 
instead of keeping the flower to herself, she gave the flower back to me. I 
felt very happy and special and still remember to this day. During that Yatra, 
we visited many temples with her. When we were getting ready to leave to 
Sri Rangam temple, I had tummy ache all of a sudden. My parents weren’t 
sure what to do. As we were leaving the hotel, Sri Amma asked my mom, “Is 
everything ok with Bhavana?”  My mom told her that I was having a tummy 
ache all of a sudden. Sri Amma rubbed my tummy immediately. When we 
reached the temple, we were getting ready to walk around the huge temple 
and Sri Amma was going to come in the golf cart. My dad was getting ready 
to carry me because I was very tired to walk at that time. Sri Amma asked 
my mom and me to come along with her in the golf cart instead of walking. 
After a certain point, she asked Aiya, Aiya Amma and my brother to join 
us in the cart as well. We were all happy to ride in the golf cart with her in 
the ‘world famous’ temple. She made sure that we didn’t get sick or tired 
from the hot sun. When we were coming out of the temple, Sri Amma told 
my parents to give me coconut water and I felt better shortly after without 
taking any medications. Sri Amma then did some shopping with all of us in 
the small stores in front of the temple. Everyone left the temple feeling very 
happy. Sri Amma was always very kind to all of us.

Sri Amma will forever be in our hearts. She has 
touched us all in so many ways. In Her memory, a 
few of the Sri Chakra community members have 
shared their personal experiences with Sri Amma! 
We sincerely thank all the contributors for sharing 

their special memories with the Sri Chakra!
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Sri Amma is a very special person to me!
by Gajanan Kulanthaivel, Grade 11 

Sri Amma is a very special person to me! She has helped and impacted my life in many special 
ways. The first time I met Sri Amma was when she had come to the Sathya Sai Centre in Etobicoke. 
When she was there, my family and I went up to her to receive her blessings. When we were 
there, Amma called my mother up to her and 
asked her what her name, my name and my 
sister’s names were. She spoke to her and 
let us go. Towards the end of that day, when 
Amma gave her speech, she had said, “there 
is a very beautiful family here and their mother 
has raised her children very nicely”. This is 
when she mentioned our names. I was in total 
shock. She had talked about us and said that 
if we were back at her house, she would have 
cooked for those kids (us) with her own hands; 
but since in that circumstance she couldn’t 
cook, she said that she would love to feed 
us some food with her hands. When she had 
given us the box of food, she asked my sister 
and I what we liked most inside the box. I had 
chosen the sweet and my sister had chosen 
a spicy item. Amma then said that she knew 
that we were going to choose those items. This 
was the first time I had meet Amma in person. 

Another time I was able to spend quality 
time with Amma was when she had come to 
Toronto. When she was in Toronto, we had 
taken her to the Niagara Falls and the butterfly 
conservatory. Amma really loves animals. 
When we were at the conservatory, she 
enjoyed having butterflies sit on her hands, 
watching them fly and enjoying how colourful they were. Another experience I had with Amma 
was when she was in Toronto and took part in a soup kitchen. I was in the same kitchen with 
Amma making soup for the less fortunate. 

When I was in India in 2016, I even had the privilege of going to Amma’s house. My family had 
spent a day with Amma. She had told us about her temple which is near her house, so we were 
able to go to the temple as well. There are many such experiences I was able to share with Amma 
but these are a few that I would like to share with everyone.
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Sri Amma’s Paadams
by Akhilandeshwari Peetam, Bharathi & Kumaran Perinpanathan 

During the 1995 Sharada Navaratri, Aiya handed my (Kumaran) mother, Anandamba, and father, 
Anandananda, a Sri Chakra and established our house as the Akhilandeshwari Peetam. Since 
that day, my mother worshipped Devi every day by performing puja and offering neivedyam. 
Occasionally, she would force me to sit and do puja with her. I grew up listening to my mother 
narrate stories of Devi, share her experiences and teach me how Devi should be worshipped. 
She always said ‘Devi is here living in our Peetam.’ The way my mother and Aiya worshipped 
Devi left an indelible impression in my mind and thus planted the seed of my sadhana.  

I first met Pujyasri Mathioli R. Saraswathy (Sri Amma) in 1997 when She came to visit the Sri 
Rajarajeswari Peetam at 33 Park Circle, Rochester, NY. I still remember when Aiya shared the 
story of how He met Sri Amma (then mostly known as Sri Akka) and introduced Her as the avatar 
of Ambal Akhilandeshwari of the Jambukeshwarar temple in Trichy. Since that day, I decided to 
see Her as the living form of The Devi. At that time, this was not an unusual practice for me as I 
was already worshipping Sri Sathya Sai Baba as the living embodiment of The Divine. 

Although I met Sri Amma when I was 17, it was not until when I was 22 when She decided to give 
me my first direct experience where She revealed to me that The Devi that I was praying to and 
She were one and the same. Around June 2003, Sri Amma visited Raju Venkatraman’s home 
in New Jersey. During Her stay, Sri Amma and Raju uncle decided to establish the Nandalala 
Prarthanai Peetam and install Her Paadams there. 

Raju uncle was in a dilemma as the Paadams had to be made within a few days and installed 
in the presence of Sri Amma before She left New Jersey. He was told by one of his friends that 
the Paadams could be made in Toronto as per their request. Mysteriously, it turned out that they 
had actually reached out to my father asking if he would be able to find a jeweller to make Her 

Paadams. My father gave his word saying he would get them done 
within the timeframe they had given him. My father found a jeweller 
and visited him every day to supervise the work as they made the 
Paadams. At this juncture, my father had a thought. Since our house 
was also Akhilandeshwari Peetam, it would be fitting to have Sri 
Amma’s Paadams here as well. He convinced himself saying that if 
She wants us to have Her Paadams, She will make it happen and if 
not, She will somehow prevent it’. Trusting his intuition and without 
speaking to anyone about it, he ordered a second pair of Paadams. 

My mother and I were terrified that my father had made such a bold 
move without seeking permission from our Guru or Devi and were nervous as to what Sri Amma 
would say. Once the Paadams were completed, Raju uncle had invited my parents and made-
arrangements for them to go to New Jersey with the Paadams. Little did they know, a second pair 
of Paadams were also coming. My parents also packed the Sri Chakra and a Kasi Lingam that 
my father received for his 60th birthday. I was told there was no space for me to travel along; so I 
wrote a letter to Sri Amma. However, at the last moment, Venkat uncle who was driving decided 
to squeeze me into the van and said that we should all go see Sri Amma together. I took my letter 
with me in case I didn’t get a chance to speak to Her.

Watch for the next issue of the Sri Chakra to hear about Kumaran aiya’s experiences!
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Sri Amma: In Loving Memory
by Sriganesh Madhvanath aiya 

Living in Bangalore from 2001-2013, our first opportunities to have Sri Amma’s darshan came 
when we met up with Aiya’s yatra group in Chennai and accompanied them to Nandalala events. 
On one such occasion, our daughter, Sashwathi, then all of eight years old, sang the Tiruppugazh 
Muththaitharu on stage, much to Sri Amma’s delight, and received her blessings. She knew my 
parents and used to refer to my father as “Rao” (although that was not his name), perhaps in 
reference to his Kannada roots. She also knew my maternal aunt Dr. V. S. Sasivalli, who was 
a Tamil scholar and had spoken at Sri Amma’s gatherings and written reviews of some of Sri 
Amma’s writings that she used to release every December 25th at Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan. My 
aunt recalls how Sri Amma was so down-to-earth and very particular that she herself went to the 

speakers’ residence with a tray full of fruits to invite them to the 
event and thank them for accepting to review her book.

We had an opportunity to meet Sri Amma briefly again when 
we were in Chidambaram for Aiya’s 70th birthday. I remember 
her sitting on the steps inside the temple courtyard watching the 
ceremony, the picture of grace. The first real opportunities to get 
to know Sri Amma both as an individual and Akhilandeshwari 

swaroopam came only after we moved to Rochester in early 
2014. She visited the temple that summer during the Alankara 
festival and gave a series of talks in Tamil. She enjoyed 
engaging with the devotees and asking them riddles in eloquent 
Tamil. Because she was staying at the temple, my wife, Radhika 
helped with cooking for her in the style that she was already 
comfortable with. Sri Amma became very fond of Radhika after 
that and never failed to ask about Radhika whenever we met.

In 2016, Sri Amma turned 75 and a group of devotees from 
the Sri Rajarajeswari temple had planned to celebrate it by having a special homam at the 
Jambukeshwarar-Akhilandeshwari temple on the 11th of January 2016. One peculiarity of 
this temple is that Ganapathi’s sannidhi is exactly opposite from Akhilandeshwari’s Sannidhi. 
A question came up as to whether we should perform the homam in front of the Ganapathi 
sannidhi or Akhilandeshwari. When we asked, Sri Amma’s brief response was authoritative and 
breathtakingly unexpected. “Angeye pannunga. Avara vecchi than ennai adakki vechirkanga” 
(Have it there. After all, He has been installed to keep me in control). For a brief moment, it was 
Akhilandeshwari that responded to the question. Another time, there was a lively debate about 
whether Devi could really have worshipped a shiva lingam made of water from the Kaveri at 
Jambukeshwaram as stated by legend; it seemed so improbable from a physics perspective. 
When the question was put to Sri Amma, she said simply, “that is how it was”, and ended the 
debate. Once again, the Goddess had spoken. I finally understood that in the guise of Sri Amma, 
we were in the presence of Devi herself. The homam itself was a grand success. In the days 
leading up to the homam, Sri Amma arranged for us to visit many old and rare temples around 
Trichy and she joined us for several visits to explain their unique features and share her deep 
knowledge of and love for our ancient culture and traditions. 

Stay tuned for the next issue of the Sri Chakra to hear about Sriganesh aiya’s experiences!
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Tomato Saadam
Always remember not to smell or taste food when it is being made as Naivedyam. In addition, 

always think pure thoughts and make the Naivedyam whole-heartedly. A good way to do this is to 
chant manthras or slokas that you may know or the nama of your ishta devata.

We thank Muralee Mahathevan and the Thulasi Kitchen Coordinators for providing this recipe 
to the Sri Chakra. 

What is Tomato Saadam?

 Tomato Saadam is rice with a paste made 

 of tomatoes and spices.

For which deities is Tomato Saadam 

usually offered to?

  Pratyangira, Chandi

Prep Time Cook Time Serves:
5 minutes 30 minutes 5 people

Ingredients:
½ cup Basmati Rice (When making for offering – use Ponni Raw Rice)
Salt for taste
Pinch of Hing (asafetida)
Few curry leaves
½ tsp Finely Minced Ginger
1 Green Chili
½ tsp Cumin Seeds
½ tsp Black Mustard Seeds
1 tbsp Ghee
1 cup Ripped Tomatoes – chopped and pureed
1/3 tsp Turmeric
1 tsp Red Chili Powder

Instructions:
Preparation:
1. Wash and rinse Basmati rice.
2. Add 1 cup of water to the rinsed rice to 
 cook it.
3. Once cooked, let it cool down.

by Muralee Mahathevan

When can you offer Tomato Saadam?

 Puja

What are some festivals you can offer 

Tomato Saadam for?

 Navaratri, during Durga puja/festivals or 

 Kali puja/festival
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Amrta Mahā Naivēdyam Nivēdayāmi!

Getting the seasoning ready:
1. Heat a pan with ghee.
2. Add black mustard seeds and wait until it 
 starts crackling.
3. Add cumin seeds.
4. Add minced ginger and green chili and wait 
 for about a minute.
5. Add curry leaves, sauté and wait for about a 
 minute to let the flavours sink in.
6. Add turmeric and red chili powder and mix 
 well.
7. Add in freshly made tomato puree.
8. Cover and cook for about 5-10 mins until 
 tomatoes are soft. Remember to stir 
 occasionally. 

Making the Tomato Saadam:
1. Add the seasoning to the cooked rice and 
 stir well.
2. Add a few drops of ghee and offer it to the 
 Devi.
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Maze Craze
Can you find your way through this crazy maze?
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ANSWERSDec2018
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Sri Gurubhyo Namaha


